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Voice for environment

NSS & environmental society LBC
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August 8, 2015
The NSS volunteers along with the students of Environmental Society of our
college together tried at the aesthetic skills with poster making competition on
Environmental Awareness. The poster making competition together provided a
helping hand in raising awareness against the environmental issues and raging
threats to the mother earth. The competition ended on a positive note with
awarding the best performers accordingly.
24 September 2015
NSS Day

NSS
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NSS day was a long scheduled program where NSS street play and navrang
performed on the topic of cleanliness and women empowerment. There was a
dance performance on Nari Shakti by NSS dance team followed by cleanliness
drive and rally in and around the college campus.
Shramdaan ( wall painting)

NSS & NCC,Sports

2015-16

October 15, 2015
The NSS volunteers together collaborated with NCC and Sports enthusiasts to
paint the college wall. The girls with apt gear and precautionary measures, painted
the college boundary wall and the Principal Office wall as well! No work is less
when you have the apt zeal and determination to give yourself into it. The walls
looked a new and a fresh in no time! NSS activities are educating as well as fun at
the same time.

Each one teach one

NSS & Wazirpur slum
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June 18 – Oct 30, 2015, 10 Jan 2016 - 30 April 2016
Education is the best gift one can be bestowed with. Each One Teach One, as the
name speaks for itself; is the thought where students together provide a platform
for the underprivileged children to learn and grow. The school going children who,
due to some reasons are dubious or lagging behind; can compete with classmates
with ease,all thanks to EOTO under NSS. The EOTO unit under college NSS
society not only focuses on teaching, but on all round development of the students
as well. Organizing games and other fun activities helps break the ice and build up
a healthy relationship between both the sides.

Vivekananda quiz

NSS & Vivekananda study circle
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January 12, 2016
The NSS volunteers along with the Vivekananda Study Circle celebrated the
Birthday of Swami Vivekananda by conducting a Quiz Competition. Hereby, the
jury declared the result there and then and awarded the winners suitably.

Drug abuse campaign
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January 27, 2016
To fight against the drug abuse, a drug abuse campaign was held in our college
premises in which most of our college mates supported us. Not only the NSS
Volunteers, but all the other college students came together to help us in this noble
cause. The campaign included hand stamps on the canvas laid by the volunteers
with the heading ‘I say no to drugs, do you??’

NSS Special camp

NSS & DU NSS dept.
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22 March 2016 – 28 March 2016
The NSS team of our college was fortunate enough to be amongst the four colleges
selected for the NSS Special Camp. Around 50 volunteers of our college went for
the camp. The camp was conducted for 7 days at Bhagini Nivedita College, one of
the Delhi University colleges.Since the main objective of the camp was related to
our NSS Motto and Social Service,we went to two villages nearby the college, the
Kair and Mitrao Villages. The visit to the villages not only allowed us to face the
reality of the world, but was rather our first step in the direction of giving our
service on larger scale, than we are generally able to.When we took part in surveys,
there were many layers to the answers given by villagers which deepened our
knowledge and approach towards the research. The camp not only included the
village visit and surveys, we were trained in Self Defense and Civil defense as
well. Every day, we used to have guest lectures from great individuals who
imparted in us a lot of knowledge and we gained a lot from those 7 days. The camp
was a great time spent by our volunteers.

